OUR CLIENTS
We work with individuals, nonprofits, organizations and brands that
seek to meet the needs of culturally
and economically diverse
communities.
Some of our clients include:
Ronald McDonald House Charities
Curamericas Global
The Cradle

OUR LOCATION
NAPERVILLE, IL
Mobile:
+1 (630) 209.7617
Email:
clara.carrier@breakingthroughconsulting.com
LinkedIn:
Linkedin.com/in/claracarrier/
Facebook:
business.facebook.com/GotPurposeBTC/

Willow Creek Community Church
People’s Resource Center
McDonald's Corporation
The Hershey Company
Vilore Foods

OUR FOUNDER

We live out our PURPOSE and we
want others to find and activate
theirs for social good.

Clara L. Carrier is a proud
Colombian-American, nonprofit
adviser, multicultural project
manager, humanitarian, community
relations champion and brand
activator who is passionate about
activating people’s and
organizations’ PURPOSE for social
good.

We believe in people. We see
people's strengths and empower
them by bringing out the
best in them.

Trained as a communicator,
marketer and journalist, for the last
18 years, Clara has been activating,
strengthening and growing brands.

BREAKING THROUGH
CONSULTING

We thrive when we create
opportunity, collaboration,
sustainability, transformation
and hope.

Through solution-based strategies,
she has helped many individuals
and organizations thrive and fulfill
their PURPOSE.

Helping people and organizations break
through, advance and increase their
impact by understanding and activating
their PURPOSE.

Verizon

OUR ENVIRONMENT

www.BreakingThroughConsulting.com

The discovery,
understanding, pursue, and
activation of our PURPOSE
can help us mobilize and
transform individuals, our
surroundings, and our
communities.
Furthermore, neuroscience
research tells us that a
purpose-driven life will
positively impact our own
health and well-being.
Our PURPOSE can be a
breath of fresh air that will
empower, recharge and
prepare us to influence, lead
and become change makers.
CLARA L. CARRIER

ABOUT US
We help people and
organizations break through,
advance and increase their
impact by defining,
understanding and activating
their PURPOSE.

HISTORY
Breaking Through Consulting is
the result of a whisper, a
response to a prompting that
moved our Founder, Clara to find
and live out her own PURPOSE,
to find her own breakthrough.

SERVICES
Through meaningful
collaboration and listening, we
help bring PURPOSES to life
through the following core
competencies:
Purpose Assessment™and
Workshop, Strategy & Activation
Stakeholder Understanding
Community Engagement,
Marketing & Communications
Project Management
Spanish Translation &
Interpretation

We are deliberate, clear,
purposefully strategic, responsible,
trustworthy, and reliable.

